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1967-1968

OFFICERS:

President Howard Singer, Vice-President Norman
Feder, Secretary Alvin Mack, Treasurer George
Marcus, Warden Steve Burns, Chaplain Biceps Bremo

SENIORS:

Paul Aranson, Gary P. Berenson, Ben Brem, Steve
Burns, Rick Diamon, Norm Feder, Alvin Mack,
Howard Singer, Larry Waxler.

JUNIORS:

Steve Branz, Steve Carvel, George Marcus, Mike
Matluck, Larry Murinson, Richard Reuben, Richard
Schilling, Steven Sneider, Marshall Speigal, Bob
Willis.

SOPHOMORES:

FRESHMEN:

Gary Agger, Gary s. Berenson, Martin Berk, Andy
Branz, Steve Brinn, Gary Brynes, Dave Hirshon,
Steve Hirshon, Glenn Jacobson, Ken Krems, Ed
Levine, Jack Markus, Howard Punsky, Andy Sheriff,
Marv Silver, Dave Boxstein, Harvey Weinstein,
Alan Lourie.
Saul Marcus, Richard Ross, Joe Goldstein,. Mike
Hugo, Peter Kazon, Ken Levinsky, Mike
Messerschmidt, Norman Novick, Paul Weiner.

ordered city among 18th century •••

composers with •.•
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR ADVISOR
Working with you young men has been an association
that I shall never forget.

It was a privilege to act as

your advisor: it was an experience of which more fathers
should avail themselves.
you're all fine gentlemen.

I know each of you Macabees, and
To those who are leaving the

Club I wish you the very best:

to those who are under-

classmen, I wish your future years in the Club to be as
productive as this one has been.
Sincerely,
Gerald B.oxstein

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
The Club has had its ups and downs during the year;
but nevertheless, the fact remains that the famous and
sometimes fearsome Macabee Spirit is still very much present
and well-known.

Proof of this is still very much illustrated

in such words as GESTAPO and SUPERCOOL and by many unmentionable acts often committed under the delusion that because
some individual Club members were involved, the acts were
Club functions.

poliomyelitis and •••

bought

u.s.

Saving Stamps for •••
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In conclusion I want to wish you all the best of luck
in the future years.

I hope that you'll continue to set your

objectives high and to hold up the traditions of the Macabee
Club.
Sincerely,
Howard Singer

EUGENE McCARTHY FOR PRESIDENT

the Great Indian Elephant in •••

communist parties of Pompey the Great •••
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PERSONALITY PARADE
1) ~ow is it that Hoopla came about his vast fortune?

A) It 1s not exactly known, but he has made millions
from a thriving wallets and watches trade at a
certain

J.c.c.

2) Is Peter Pan really Hoopla or is Hoopla really Peter Pan?
-Pfike Hunt
A) Test
J) Is it true that Benny Brem is Albert Einstein in

disguise?
-Jack Mahogoff

A) Well, if you're stupid enough to believe it,
then he 1st

4) Is it true that Richard Reuben is really Adolf Hitler
in disguise?

-I.M. Cumming
A) Yes,

that is why he hasn't attended any Macabee

meetings. lately; it costs too much to fly up from
Argentina for an hour or two.

5) I've heard that Steve Burns is brilliant, modest, athletic,
and lovable.

Is it true?
-Dick ~ertz

A) Ask him, he'll tell you.

6) Are the editors of this book for real?

-Ima Hog

A) Is it possible?

with Amplitude Modulation of •••

the raffles of Singapore in •••
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SMOKERS
The first smoker of the year was held at Alvin- Mack's
extravagant camp.

As usual, the food stunk and there were

a hundred more buns than meat, (thank you, Howie).

The Big·

Pig Award of the day was for the first time a tie between
Mike Hugo and Big Ben, Muscles in the head, Brem.

We enjoyed

searching for Willis's glasses under four feet of water.

The

ride home was the usual roller C'Oaster, bumper to bumper rideo
The second Macabee smoker of the year was held on August 29.
Judging by the current Freshmen contingent of the Club, the
smoker was not as successful as it coul:i have been.

However,

our treasury received a welcome relief from Paul Weiner, so I
guess it was not a total loss.
After an enjoyable afternoon of softball, football, and/or
complaining of an injured knee, we journeyed to Singers' for
a bar-b-q,

Congratulations to Howie for getting just the

right number of hot dog rolls,
After ice creams at the Dairy Queen we went to vote.

Portugese Africa •••

specializing in the treatment which may
be communicated to •• ,
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THAT WAS THE ~R THAT WAS
STOLEN SIGN DANCE SEPTEMBER 10, 1967
The first dance of the 1967-68 school year was held by
the Club the night of the 101!:! of September, 1967.
dance featured the "old memories".
lacked a record player o

This

Unfortunately, we

After gaining permission to use the

record player on the fifth floor, an unforeseen circumstance
in the Center office hampered the success of this affair.

In

keeping with the Club's charitable purpose, the dance was a
partial success in that we donated two World Serles tickets
to a certain unmentionable party.
MOUNTAIN CLIMB OCTOBER 1, 1967
A well planned Macabe~-Iota Phi mountain climb resulted in
an avalanche.

I suppose one would deem it as a success, as no

one fell off the mountain.
soda,

However, we all enjoyed the frozen

Mrs, Singer---THANK YOUt
FOOTBALL GAME OCTOBER 22, 1967

In October, year of their lord 1967, the most glorious
Macabee Club Football Team ever seen by G-d(ours this time)
set their hallowed feet on a well-worn pasture, better known
as Gulliver's Field.

Those noble boys, quickly turned into men

by the immense task that lay in front of them, were destined to
vanquish, once again, the foes of their fathers (?) as well as

one hundred kilocycles requiring •••

a very low temperature of ...

(?)

of themselves, by the harrowing ly close score of 73-12.
Do not, however, be deceived, my friends, by such a
score as this one; a score, as you well know, does not only
tell the truth of the contest it portrays,

After all, there

are a great many things that must be considered when considering a ballgame such as this all time classic.

One

must consider sportsmanshi p, spirit, talent, etc ••• But I
suppose our boys beat Mu Sigma on those counts, too,
Standouts for the Club were Steve Burns, Gary Agger,
Dave Hirshon, Glenn Jacobson, and Mike Mat }uck, among others.
BERMUDA BOP DECEMBER 24, 1967
On December 24, the most successful Bermuda Bop was held
at the Center under the co-chairmans hip of Mike Matluck and
Steve Hirshon.

Over 130 people came to listen to the haunting

strains of the "Untame Sound",
appearance.

Sammy Claus also made a guest

Unfortunatel y, all that was stifled by a misin-

terpretation of our most innocent flyer.
CLUB PARTY ? ? ?
There would have been an awful lot to write about the
Club Party, if we had had one.
BASKETBALL GAME
The bas k etball game bet~een Ma ca bees and Mu Sigma turned out
to be ~or e or less ~ game of c h i Gken. Not to be dismayed, they
challang e rl us to a ~a'Tle of hops c otc h , but withdrew when we refused
to shoot threesies with our lef t hands .
the political s nectrum of Dmitri ~hnu i ls ky whose.,.

coat of arms is he arled by.,.
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"BASIN STREET"
Yes, there actually was a formal t ~is year!

Although

we recelved the utmost co-operation from the Cascades
Restaurant and Hotel, we decided to have the formal at
Boone's.

Looking out over the scenic Casco Bay, the

formal was, in the words of Macabee Immortal, Ben Erem,
"groovyl"
After an entire evening of dancing to the swinging
music of Dick Fourier's Band, the President of the
glorious club was announced.
As usual, the food was fair, Actually, it was excellent
{providing you liked the assorted chicken wings and chicken
legs).
To cap off a perfect evening, after Va lle's, all we
fortunate people went parking,---wh ere else?

the burough constable who •••

lives in unfrequented swamps where •••
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EDITORIAL
What Price Unity?
This might have been the ~reatest year in the club's
history.

This was the year that the club was "top Banana"

among Jewish youth.

When something was to be done, people

looked to the Macabees to do it.
an apparent success.

Everything the club did was

But was it really our greatest year?

OR--was our ~~alth and new-found prominence misused?

Were

there those in positions of prominence who immaturely sought
to wrec1-<" the cl·ib by splitting it?

Were there those who

stupidly vandalized in the name of club spirit?
Let us examine the last three questions in order to
answer the first.
I. Was our new-found wealth and prominence misused?--The ansrt.Ter to this :-Juery is yes.
\

Other than the Bermuda

Bop and the Formal, the club spent no appreciable amount of
mo~ey on anything.

While money should not be s1uandered,

the club is in a financial position where it can afford to
lose five or ten dollars in order to have a good time.
Havi.np.; a goor~ ti me, by the way, is the main purpose of the
club, despite what the Formal Book says.
II. Were there those in positions of responsiLility
who imm~turely sought to wreck the club by splitting it?--Yes, again.

By bringing petty differences into the lime-

lite, the club was almost stymied.

Meetings turned into

far"es due to name calling and lack of an organized board.
quartz is the constituent of many metamorphic rocks that .•.

the secret police organiz ation of •• ,
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III, Were there those who stupidly vandaliz ed in the
name of Club spirit?- --Yes, unfortu nately,

Over the past

years, certain people say, the Club has lost its spirit.
In an attempt to rectify this situatio n, Club members
started to get into more mischie f.
of this so-calle d "reviva l".

For instance , this yearbook

had its birth from this revival.
far outweigh ed the good,

Some good did come out

But once again, the bad

It is one thing to joke about the

"VTG", but another to rip signs off walls.

As we have

previou sly said, the basic purpose of the Club is to have
fun, but it is absurd to vandaliz e and laugh it off as Club
Spirit
Finally , let us say this: If anything is needed, it is
Club unity, especia lly within the board itself.

The Club

has elected a fine group of officers for next year, and it is
hoped they will work togethe r.

But to those who ran for

office and lost, remembe r the old adage: A good leader must
also be a good followe r.
must be some Indians,

Everyone cannot be a chief; there

One of the main ob-jectiv es of the

Macabee Club is brotherh ood,

It is our fervent hope that

through unity, brotherh ood can be achieved .

This may not

have been the Club's greates t year, but let it be a beginnings a beginnin g that will end when true brotherh ood among
members has been achieve do------ --Steve Hirshon
potassiu m.,,

the conference which called upon Japan to
surrender unconditionally in •••
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FRESHMAN PROPHESIES

1. We see Paul Weiner's house being cleared for Urban Renewal.
2. We see Saul Marcus selling someone the Brooklyn Bridge.

J. We see Kenny Levinsky doing something.
4. We see Norman Novick?

5. We see Mike Hugo using the talent he displayed at the
Purim Carnival by becoming a one man zoo.

6. We see Joey Goldstein grossing everyone out by walking in
the room.

SOPHOMORE PROPHESIES
1. We see Dave Boxstein going into show business, like maybe a

tap dancer.
2. We see Karvey being replaced by a hot dog.

J. We see Marvin asking Renee to the next formal to avoid
the Christmas rush.

4. We see Marty, but does he see us?

5. We see Eddie drowning in the babbling Brooke.
6. We see Gary Brynes putting the Cinema City out of businiesso

?. We see Fang eloping with Mrs. Boxstein.
8. We see Andy Branz spending money- see, miracles do happen.

9. We see Jackie never going out with that dog again.
10. We see B\lbba moving back to civilization

the nickname of Marco Millioni •••

the official dimensions of which are •••
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.JUNIOR PROPHESIES
We see Richard Schilling defying God's word.,.smoking
his pipe.
We see Mike Katluck buying 144 Fug's albums •• cheaper by
the gross,
We see George Marcus.

"Here comes the judge!"

We see Larry Murinson owning a refridgerator company-always cool.
We see Steven Carvel in a bull fight ••• throwing the bull.
We see Steve Branz beating everyone on the Portland swim
team---anything to be captain,
We don't see Richard Reuben because he owes his soul in
back dues to the Club.

"MONEY"

"The Girl of the Golden West" and, ••

great black pigs who •••
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT

Norman Feder leaves his great speaking ability to Marty
Berk and his brain to the car.
Steve Burns leaves his scintillat ing personali ty to Steve
Carvel who also knows how to make friend s and
influence people.
Larry Waxler leaves his driving ability to Ed Levine who
doesn't know how to drive either.
Paul Aranson leaves his drums to Mike Matluck so that he
can bang anytime of the day.
Howie Singer leaves his leadership ability to Little Bo
Peep who lost her sheep.
Ben Brem leaves his muscles to David Boxstein so that he
can compare to Sue Gilbert's amazing bodyo
Alvin Mack leaves his junk business to Steve Hirshon so
that Steve can improve the appearanc e of his
houseo

a·ary Berenson leaves his job at the Pennywise to Marvin
Silver, a credit to the name of the store.

traveled to China with the •••

Pumpkins of •..
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FINAL THOUGHTS
Only forest fires prevent bears •• o
Here comes the Judget •••
Mrs. Burke is Raquel Welch in disguise •••
Jewish Power •••
Let's all get behind the President ••• and push •••
What if Alvin's parents weren't home? •••
What if Marvin had a Rolls Royce? •••
Howie Singer has an <Edtpus complex •••
Dave Boxstein says God is dead •••
God says Dave Boxstein is dead •••
Would you feel safe with Benny in Vietnam fighting for us? •••

F. F. F. B.
If you had it to do over again, would you be enough of a sucker
to buy one of these? •••
Heeey Heeey Heeeyl Fat Albert •••
You done just fine, C:lydet •••
I got the room, Mrs. Robinson •••
"He who publishes a book runs a very great hazard, since nothing
can be more impossible than, to compose one that may sec,u re the
approbation of every reader."----Miguel Cervantes
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The Club would like to yhank all those who helped to make
this yearbook possible. A special thanks goes to Howle Singer,
George Marcus, and Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Jacobson, as well as our
DNE
technical consultant, Mr. Howard Hi rs hon-.
Quadrille which ...

the concept of the party suggests •••
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THE CLUB SONG
Whether I pass,
Or if I flunk,
Or if I throw up when I'm drunk,
I• ve got the guys in back of me~•

That's what it means to be a Macabeet

EDITORIAL STAFFs Top t9 bottom:
Steve Brinn; 1. Ed Levine 2.
Marv Silver; 1. Glenn Jacobson
2. hFang" Hirshon 3. Dave,
"Tapdancer", B-oxstein.
ABSENTs Paul Aranson

~ ~ s y s t e m sometimes results in defective heads.

